
Kenya Trip October 21-November 6, 2020 

Wednesday October 21 

Ed Eby and I drove to Newark Liberty Airport at noon time after we both received our negative 
COVID tests earlier in the morning. This was a blessing, as it took a bit of maneuvering to get 
the test taken in time - but had to be less than 96 hours before we boarded the flight to Nairobi 
in Frankfurt. 


The challenge was that few testing places would guarantee that the tests would be back before 
3-5 days, and labs not open over the weekend added to that challenge. We found Any Lab 
Tests Now near Lancaster Airport who scheduled us for the first tests on Monday morning and 
said they would at least email us results by the time we were in the airport in Newark, so that 
we would have confirmation on our phones. 


The results were emailed at 7:42 am Wednesday morning, and followed up by a phone call to 
make sure that we received them. The nurse said that they were doing a lot of tests for 
missionaries, and that the previous Friday they actually emailed a couple that were standing in 
line at Customs. By having the results this early, we were also able to go on-line and fill out a 
form for the Kenya Health Ministry and have that on our phones as well.


We breezed through ticketing and security, as the airport looked empty in comparison to what 
has been my normal experience traveling from Newark. The only downside was that the 
Business Lounges were shut down due to COVID, so Ed and I made ourselves as comfortable 
as possible and got busy on our laptops working on things we hadn’t completed before leaving 
home.


The plane to Frankfurt was a little over half full, and although I was seated next to another 
person, was permitted to move to a row where I enjoyed an empty seat beside me. It does 
make traveling a lot easier when I have a little more room in the shrinking airplane seats. 


Thursday October 22 

We landed in Frankfurt about 7:30 am local time and had about 4 hours before our flight to 
Nairobi. We walked through the terminal for a little bit, feeling good to stretch our legs after 9 
hours in the plane. Again, the Business Lounges were all closed. I have a Priority Pass which 
gives access to multiple airline lounges around the world, a place with more comfortable 
seating, very good internet service and lots to eat and drink. It’s made traveling a lot more 
enjoyable to have places like this especially when having longer layovers. And the yearly cost is 
much less than purchasing even modest food or coffee in airport restaurants, so I try to take 
advantage whenever possible.


Our flight to Nairobi took off about an hour after scheduled because each person’s documents 
needed to be checked, the negative COVID test as well as having the form from the Health 
Ministry. There were a number of people who were denied boarding because their tests went 
past the 96 hours allowed, and the lady in front of me said that she was denied on Monday 
because she was just past the 96 hours. There was a place in the airport that did the tests, but 
it still was taking a couple of days to get the results back. The quick test - 15 minute test - was 
not acceptable to enter Nairobi. So we were thankful for the quick response from the lab we 
used, even if the tests were not covered under our insurance.


The flight to Nairobi was a little fuller but still I was able to have an empty seat beside me. I was 
also able to get a couple hours of sleep, so was feeling pretty good when we landed. Neither 



Ed or I was able to fill out the on-line visa, so decided to wait and get them in the airport. A 
lady at Customs was very helpful, and as I was filling out my application, Ed showed her the 
one he had tried to fill out on-line. She looked at it and said, “Oh, these guys are ok. Give them 
their visa’s.” And she took us to an officer who took down the contact info of where we would 
be staying, we handed over $50 and just like that, we were in.


We picked up our luggage, each having 2 large checked bags, a carryon and a personal item. 
The checked bags were full of stuff we were bringing over for Randy and Bonnie, things like 
water filters, a keyboard and other things that weren’t easily accessible in Kenya. My carryon 
was full of Tastycakes for Randy and Snyders Pretzels for Bonnie. No one stopped us to check 
our luggage, a common practice where they often try to get a tax (bribe?) on things other than 
your clothing. But we had no such issues, and TSA hadn’t even examined our bags in Newark, 
something that typically happens on my trips to Moldova.


Ed had texted Randy a couple of times to let him know our plane was late in leaving Frankfurt, 
and then when we landed in Nairobi. He didn’t get any response back from Randy, so we were 
uncertain if the messages went through. But when we exited the terminal, Randy and Bonnie 
were waiting for us. They had been waiting in a coffee shop in the other terminal, where we 
were supposed to land, for 2 hours, and hadn’t received any texts or information about the 
flight. There were other people waiting also, and suddenly they all left the terminal and walked 
to the second terminal. So Randy and Bonnie joined them about the same time that Ed and I 
exited the terminal. And we were able to make the trip to their home in Thika a little after the 
11:00 pm curfew. 


Friday October 23 

We enjoyed a leisurely Lancaster County breakfast of eggs, bacon, home fries, toast and coffee 
which Randy made for us - no Kenyan foods in Randy’s kitchen! We talked about our itinerary, 
and then Randy and Bonnie took us on a tour around the area. We visited a Del Monte 
pineapple plantation, a Kenyan version of Longwood Gardens, and then traveled about an hour 
or so northwest of Thika, enjoying seeing the great diversity of the Kenyan country side. We 
traveled  up through the mountains to Lake Naivasha, passing bananas, mango, avocados, 
coffee and tea plantations.


We decided to stop for a late lunch at a place overlooking the lake and the valley, and Randy 
and Bonnie went in to order the food, giving Ed and I about 20 minutes to explore nearby 
souvenir stands. As we were walking along, I spied a shop called AgroVet, and told Ed that I 
wanted to go back and check it out. 




The owner came out and we started talking to him, explaining who we were and why we 
were in Kenya. He invited us into his shop, which he had just opened 2 weeks earlier. He 
spoke very good English, having attended The University of Guelph in Ontario, Canada 
for 5 years. He said that he owned several of the small shops in that area, and owned a 
couple more AgroVet shops around the country. He had a lot of very good agriculture 
supplies, and we shared contact info, and will probably connect on potential future trips. 
He showed us some of the small fields of crops next to the shops, and gave us a lot of 
helpful information about agriculture in Kenya.


We had an enjoyable day easing into the beginning of what would be a very busy trip, and it 
was helpful to get a little sense of Kenya before diving into the real purpose of the trip which 
was to learn about Kenyan agriculture and to help Randy and Bonnie as they have a vision of 
starting an agriculture project that would be a place of training and education for small farmers 
throughout Kenya. 


 



